Four research projects"were conducted on the improvement of individualized instruction. Two methods of teaching' foreign language were examined. In the first, the computer stored a profile of the student's previous performance in German vocabulary, / and it developed a strategy to teach the sta ent ditional Germaft-words. The second project tested the effective es of a special N\ keyword association method to maximize the reten on of Spanish and Russian vocabulary. The second two projects were computer-assisted courses in.compu 6 er programing: Algebraic Interpretive DialOgue ; (AID), and BASIC nstructional Program (BIP). In both, the computer combines the stu ent's history and the structure of the curriculum to construct the optimal teaching strategy. (EMH) 
This report summarizes research on the improvement and individualization of instruction, with reference to a theoretical framework of optimization, and specific applications in computer-assisted instruction (CAI): Tv_o_projects involved the acquisittion of foreign-language vocabulary items.
The first (usingGerman vocabulary) concerned itself with optimizing the selection of items for study, where the optimization criterion was the number of item retained on a. posttest., A second Vocabulary acquisition project concerned Two CAI courses -in computer programming were developed. The first pro-, videa instruction and practice in the Algebraic Interpretive Dialogue (AID) , language, and was used to investigate various optimization and individualiza=, tion techniques, on the level of single problemg'as well as'over entire N. lessons. The BASIC Instructional Program (BIP) was developed as a vehicle foie, CAI research in optimal selection of instructional material by means of an ' internally stored curriculum description and a model .reflecting the student's , changing state of knowledge. Both the student history and the curriculum 'organization are used to select problems in a dynamic way, as each is Pirectly related to the content of the course, described as sets of specific programming skills.
tat Each project is discussed briefly, with references to the.publications . that describe the research in detail. A thapry of instruction is measured against the following criteria:
(1) a model of the learning prcess; (2) specification of adMissible instructional actions;_(3) specification of instructional objectives; (4) a measurement scale that permits costs to be assigned to each of the instructional actions and payoffs to the, achievement of.instructional objectives. To the extent that these four criteria oan be formulated explicitly, optimal instructional strategies can be derived.' Four \.
projects, in two distinct subject areas, were carried out with the .purpose of applyi t ndin the concept of a theory of instruction.
-Two projects the acquisition of foreign-language vocabblary items. The first (using German vocabulary) concerned itself,with mizing the computer-controlled selection of items for study, where the us!.. optimization criterion was the number of items retained on a posttest.
The optimal strategy develo# was based on a mathematiCal model of°v ocabulary learning; the model is used to compute, on atrial-by-trial basis, an individual's current state of learning. Rased on theselcomputations, items were selected to optimize the level of learning achieVed at the end of the instructional session. Atkinson (1972a Atkinson ( , 1975a discudses the factors that need to be examined. in deriving optfmal instructional strateg4es, and identifies the key elements of a theiary of instruction. The derivation of an optimal strategy requires that the instructional problem be stated in a form amenable to a decision-thepretic analysis. Analyses based on decision theory vary somewhat from field to field, but the same formal ements can be found in most of them. Stated in a general way, these ele ents.are as'follows:
The possible states of nature,.
2.
actions that the decision.makercan take to transform the s ate of nature.
3.
The.
ansformation of the stae of nature that results from each tion.
4.
The coat of each action.
5.
The return resulting from each state of nature.
In the context of instruction, these elements divide naturally\ nto ., three'gr6Ups. Elements'l and 3 are concerned with adescr±pti "of the learning process; elements it`and 5 specify the cost-benefit dimensions of the problem; and element 2 requires that the instructional dctions from which the decision maker is free to choose be precisely specified.
For the decision problems that arise in instruction, e lements.1 and 3 require'that a model of the learning process-e Specification of instructional objectives.
3.
A measurement scale that permits costs to be argigned to each of the instructional actions anti payoffs to the achievement of instructional objectives. A model of the learning p ocess. ,
If these four eleAents can be given a precise interpretation, then-It is ft generally possible to derive an optimal instructional policy. The solution for an optimal policy is not guaranteed, but in recent years some powerful tools have been developed, for discovering optimal or near optimal procedures if they exist:
The four criteria listed above, takeR in conjunction with methods for deriving optimal strategies, define either a model of instruction or a theory of instruction.OWIrether the term theory or model is used depends on the generality of the appli4 s that can be made. Much.of 'the work supported by the contract has be concerned with the develop-/ ment of specific models for specific instructional tasks; hopefully, the F collection of such models wtil provide the groundwork for a general theory y o as to optimize the session. Two optimization strategies derived from this type of analysis Will be examined. In one'ce, the computations for determining an 'optimal strategy are carried out assuming that,all vocabulary items are of equal'difficulty; this strategy is designated OE (it.e., optimal under threOumption of equal item diffiCulty). In the other case, the.compu-
.tationetake into account variations in difficulty level among items;
9 .11.
this strategy is called OU (i.e., optimal under the assumption of unequal item difficulty). The details of. these tw5 strategies will be described .
later.
Toth the OU and CE (schemes assume that vocabulary learning can be described bye fairly simp\le model. We postulate that a given item is in one'V three states (P, T, and U) at any moment in time. *If the item is in State P, then its translation is known and this knowledge is '11*-"relatively" permanent in the sense treat the'learning of other items will not, interfere with it. If the item is in State,T, then it is also known but on a "temporary" basis; in State the learning of'other.items can give rise to interference ef.fects that cause the item to be for-
In State U the item is notncnown;750fhe student is unable to give a translation.
When Item i is presentee the following transition matrix describes; the poSSible changein.its state:
Rows of the ma
r. if the student makes an error on the other item; in that casem the transition matrix applied to Item i is as follbws:
Ba6ically, the idea is that when,tome o her item is presented that the student does not know, forgetting may o cur for Item_i4f it is in State T.
Prior to conducting the experiment deported here, a pilot studr..4.s, In order to formulate an "optimal" instructional strategy, it is necessary to be precise about the quantity to be maximized. For the present experiment the goal is to maximize the total number of items -the student. correctly translates on the delayed test. To do this,.we need to specify the relationship between the state of learning at the end of the instructional session 'and performance on the delayed test.
The assumption made here is that only thote items in State P at the end of the; instructional session will be ,translated correctly on the delayed involve a procedure that a'tenpts to i4entify and test those Items that
have not yet been mastered and should pr',A,Ute high error 'rates during the instructional session/ 'The 1.,rdering of groups on the delayed test is reversed .ince all words are tested in a non-selective fashion; under these conditions the proportion of ,correct responses provides a measure of a student's mastery of the total set of vocabulary items.
The magnitude of the effects observed on the delayed test is of practical significance. The SS condition (when compared to the 'RO condition) leads to a relative gain of 53%, whereas the OU condition , yields a relative gain of 108%:i itbis interesting that students were effective in determining an optim 1 study sequence, but not so effective as the best of the two addptive teaching systems.
The OU procedure is sens tive to interitem differences and consequently generates a more effective optimization strategy than the OB procedure.
The OE proce re however, is almost as effective as having the student make his o instructional decisions and far superior to a random presentation s heMe.
This investiga lop-and similar studies are reported in detail in Atkinson (1972b) , Atkinson arid Paulson (1972) , and, 'Paulson (1973) Mnemonic Methods
When cond cting vocabulary studies of the sort reported above, one s struck by he large variabilit in!learning rates across.subjects:
Even Stanfo d students, who represent a highly selected sample from the and Vocabulary, Learning college po ulation, display impresSive large between-subject differences.
These di erences mayft flect differences in fundamental learning abil- nable to describe what they are doing except possibly to comment ut they.are also influenced by the strategies that each student th= they rehearse t. themselves. The poor learners might well. perfo a a much higher level if they were aware of the techniques that good learners report using. With this in mind, we conducted a series of experiments on,mnemonic methods/for vocabulary learning. In this summary report we will only describe the Mature of one of these procedures that .a
we have called the keyword method; for a more detailed account of this resear0 see and Atkinson (1975b) . The experiments evaluating the'effect of the keyword method with Spanish vocabulary 'items, are. reported in .
We.
have also completed a series of similar studies using a Russian vocabulary 1975) , In one such experiment, two treatments were, compared: subjects in the "keyWord" group were supplieewith an English _keyword to facilitate their learning,. while subjects in:the control 
0
These review lessons are also tutorial and cover the same concepts as do the lessons they are associated' with. However, they present each concept, from a slightlydiff7rent viewpoint, providing additional practice in the skills to be 'learned.
In general. each lesson covers five or six related concepts.
In review lessons, the student may review whichever concepts he wishes, in any order he chooses. In fact, he must choose the order;
there is no automatic sequencing provided by the program. At the end of ea .h tutorial lesson, the student is asked if he wants to. review any of the idea overed in the lesson just completed. The student need pot wait for these iem±nderS, of course, since he can call for any review, K or any exercise in any review, whenever he wishes.
Also'associatea witn each tutorial lesson is a summary,of the lesson, and the student is reminded at the end of each lesson that summaries are available at his option. In addition tb the main strarkof lessons, the reviews, and the suMMaries, trie 4 a strand of "extr -a-credit"
problems.containing more difficult programming problems to be solved by the more capable students.
The inclusion of re'view.lessons is a gross Method for providing r.
individlalized remediation. A more sensitive means of individualizing remediation is used within the lessons themselves, where non-optional remedial sequences, of exercises are -given"autoMatically to students who demonstrate an inadequate understanding of the materiallbeing taught.
Because'of,this automatic remediation, different students may receive different numbers of exercises in'a given lesson. 
4
Extensive analysis of studentst.problem-solving behaviorli focussing on
problem difficulty and diversity of student solutions to programming problems, is presented in Friend (1975) .
An impOrtant aspect of the research in individualization involved mechanisms = owing students to exercise a considerable degree of con-. trol over the content sequencing of instructional material, as mentioned above. A study desC by Beard, Lorton, Sdarle, and Atkinson (-) t1973)'was c6nducted to compare a student-selec cheme againsttwo strategies of computer Control. One major finding of is study was Anat'students do not :.ho,'5e to'exercise ,much control over, is not directly linked to the AID interpreter, through which the students writetheir own programs, and thus the course cannot proVide assistance or instruction during the problem-solving activity itself. As the _ student writes his program, his only sources of assistance"are the err6t messages provided by he non-instructional AID interpreter.
An inadequdty of the AID course, especially for research purposes,/ z _ is ire. limited ability to characterite individual students' knowledge I of specific'skilisl and its inabi'ity to relate students' skills to the ..44' curriculum as anything more than a ratio of pxoblems correct to problems tattempted.
The program cannot make fine distinctions between a student's strengths and weaknesses, and .cannot preent instructional Matetia/ specifically appropriate to that student beyond "harder" or "easier" the "representation of the subject domain) which is a fundamental concern of-research in cognitive psychology and a cial intelligence! t.
The goal is to provide 'a representation of the ybject matter thEyt IS sufficient for individualized tutoring an Algo has a realistic and Az f:c,on as the student completes GBEEHFLAG, therefore, the in:truetional. prograth kriows something about his own estimation of his abilitied.
4.
In addition, for all future tasks his solution is evaluated ,(by means of comparing its output with that of the odel solution run on the same test data) and th results are storld with -each skill 'requir,ed by thb task.
. f c -
The progr 'hen has two measulat&sf the students progress in each skill.
hid self-evalua on and its-owh-comparison-test results.
A studen progresses through the curriculum by-writing, and running, aprogram t =t solves the problem presented on his terminal. Virtually no limitat ns are imposed on tcramount of time he spends, the number of lines1 writes, the number of errors he i6 allowed to make,, the number of Limes he c to execute the program, the changes he makes within it, etc. The task on whidh he is working is stored on a stacklike structure, s6 that he may work on another task, for whatever reason, and return to the previous task automatically. The curriculum structure can accommodate a wide variety, of student aptitudes and skills, Most of the curriculum-related options are designed with the less competent student in mind. A more independent student may simply ignore the options.
Thus, BIP gives students the opportunity to determine their own "challenge levels" by making assistance available but not inevitable.
BIP offers the student considerable flexibility in making his on task -related decisions.
He may ask for hints and subtasks to heIp him and Atkinson (1975d) .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The projects described in this paper have one theme in common, namely, developing computer-controlled procedures fpr-optimiaing the instructional process. For several of the,instrabhRI-tarki-consiagred
here, mathematical models of the learning 15rocess were formulated which ma.-it possible to use formal methods in deriving optimal policies.
In-other cases the "optimal schemes" were-not o 11. in a well-defined sense, but were based on our intuitions aboUt learning and some relevant expetiments.' In a sense, the diversity represented in these examples cdrresponds to the.stite' of, the art jn the field of instructional design. Beard et al. (1973) indicate that the legrner is not a particularly effective decision maker in guiding the learning process.
At t0 beginning of thisepori.. we defined the four criteria 'hit must be satisfied before an optinil.instructional procecrin2.can be de,-.rived using formal methods. For the types of in._;tructinal :3i.tua4,1un dealt with during thelife ut this cull-trn& speLficatiun. Our theoretical underst nding of learning is so limited that only in very special cases can a model be specified in enough detail to enable the derivation of optimal pr cedures.' Until we have a much deeper understanding of the learning procesa, the identificatio'n of truly effective, strategies will not be possible.
However, an all-inclusive theory of learning is.not a prerequisite for the development of optimal procedures. What is needed is a model tit captures the essential features of that part of the learning process being tapped by.a given instructional task. Even models that have been rejected on tAe bas,61.s of laboratory investigations may, be useful in deriving instructional strategies. Several of the learning models con-. sidered in this paper have proven unsatisfactory when tested in the laboratory and eiralAated using standard goodness-of-fit criteria; never-' theless, the optim 1 strategies thdY generate are. often quite effective. 
